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Summary
What is Pump.io

Pump.io in Debian
Debian in Pump.io



What is Pump.io
A social network engine



What is Pump.io

A social network engine
Light, flexible technologies: node.js, ActivityStrea.ms
Designed to be federated
API -> 3rd party clients, services...
Web interface (just one way of interacting, 
there are much more!)



What is Pump.io

Several deployments
Pumplive.com: 85 servers, +74.000 users
E14N: identi.ca + 10 other servers: 

 (+70 users)

pump.io/tryit.html
Personal deployments (RPi, small devices)
Community deployments: mipump.es

http://pump.io/tryit.html
http://pump.io/tryit.html
http://pump.io/tryit.html
https://mipump.es/


What is Pump.io

Ecosystem
E14N: web services
(Spamicity, Pump2status, Pump2Tweet, hip2it, ih8.it ...)
Libraries: laraib (Ruby), PyPump (Python)
Desktop clients: Pumpa, Dianara
Android clients: Puma, Impeller



Pump.io
in Debian

The server
RFP: Debian bug #726486, Pump.io issue #118
Node.js is in Jessie already!
0.3.alpha - Most people track git master



Pump.io in Debian

Clients, libraries...
Dianara > DONE (Kudos Mònica!)
Pumpa > DONE (Thanks sazius, and joeyh for sponsoring!)
PyPump > DONE (Thanks simonft!)
Spigot > Pending (any taker?)



Debian in the
pumpiverse

The StatusNet fediverse (until
June 2013)

Official @debian account and group in identi.ca
RSS Feeds (e.g. planet.debian.org)
Mirrored to other networks (identi.ca produced RSS feed)



Debian in the pumpiverse

Identi.ca migration to Pump.io
(July 2013)

Group lost (API capable, but still not implemented) :(
No more RSS feeds (no planet.debian.org in pump.io, news, DSAs...) :(
No easy bridges to other networks (StatusNet, Twitter) > solved*



Debian in the pumpiverse

Rethinking our presence 
in social networks

Official @debian at identi.ca
Non-official Debian accounts in Twitter, StatusNet
(not exactly mirrors)
3rd party services vs selfhosting
Publish in www, commit hooks to other networks



Hey baby, take a walk on the pump side!
Revitalize your identi.ca account or create a new one
Try the clients, they're in Jessie!
Deploy your own server !vivalafederation
Follow @debian@identi.ca
Debianers in the pumpiverse: @dunetna, @gregoa, @zack, @larjona
Contribute dents, join Publicity team :)
Any help is welcome (upstream, packaging, hooks...)



Debian and Pump.io
Thanks!

Questions?

Follow @debian at identi.ca


